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Why do we never believe them? For centuries, the global elite have broadcast their intentions to
depopulate the world - even to the point of carving them into stone. And yet… we never seem to
believe them.

The Stew Peters Network is proud to present DIED SUDDENLY, from the award winning
filmmakers, Matthew Skow and Nicholas Stumphauzer.
They are the minds behind WATCH THE WATER and THESE LITTLE ONES, and now have a
damning presentation on the truth about the greatest ongoing mass genocide in human history.

This documentary was made possible by Goldco. Protect your wealth by investing in precious
metals, and use THIS link to receive up to $10,000 in free silver for qualified accounts:
https://link.goldco.com/DiedSuddenly

The Stew Peters Network would not be possible without the loyal and endearing support of all our
sponsors. There is something for EVERYONE!

HUGE Black Friday Sales this week, so please support our sponsors who make it possible for the
Stew Peters Network to give away ALL of our films and content for FREE!
BLACK FRIDAY SPECIAL! 25% Off EVERYTHING!

Keep your brain sharp with individualized supplements, GO TO: http://bioptimizers.com/stewpeters

Prepare your family for famine and shortages by purchasing food through:
https://heavensharvest.com/ Use Promocode STEW for great discounts.

Support anti-vax activism, free clinic care for the vaccine injured, and IGF1 for Men’s supplements
visit: https://Vaccine-Police.com

Protect yourself from Vaccine Shedding, chemtrails, and toxic air. Personalized Protection that
WORKS! Visit https://thetriadaer.com/ Use Promocode STEW for 10% OFF

CACOA is a super food that Big Agriculture doesn’t want you to know about: Keto, Paleo, and ALL
NATURAL COCAO. Buy it now: http://earthechofoods.com/stew

The Solution to Pain Management that Big Pharma doesn’t want you to know about: CBD! Go to:
https://kuribl.com/ Use Promocode STEW20 for 20% off

Trying to lose weight? It starts with your gut health. Get your metabolism back in order, cleanse
with this protocol: https://gutcleanseprotocol.com/stew
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pjbikerful, 2 days ago
“The vaccine was not brought in for COVID. COVID was brought in for the vaccine. Once you realize
that, everything else makes sense.” ~ Dr. Reiner Fuellmich
.....................

4.36K rumbles

‹ Hide 108 replies

Jillybean1122, 2 days ago
Here’s the problem: The only people watching, are people who already know all this. It would be great
if the sheeple would tune in, but hey, they’ve got the nightly news followed by half a dozen sitcoms,
with cheetos and coke.

3.17K rumbles

› Show 183 replies

SealedInChrist, 2 days ago
The shot is genocide. This is a planned World Economic Forum event. All governments are involved.
They want to cut the population in half by 2050. How do you think this happens? They are murdering
your families, friends, and coworkers. This is all in the bible by the way. The Great Reset to the world
is the Tribulation to the Christian. You don't have to be here for this. There is an escape. The church
is promised not to endure the hour of temptation that comes upon the whole world and its coming.
The CBDC, Vaccine Passport, and Social Credit score is about to launch. That means the church is
too. Get on the ark of salvation. You can become a Christian right now.. Accept you are a sinner and
need a savior, then repent. Believe in the death burial and resurrection of the Lord Jesus on the 3rd
day. Confess with you mouth and believe in your heart Jesus is Lord. Commit your life to following
Jesus you WILL be saved. Time is almost up, If you are looking for a sign this is it.

1.76K rumbles

‹ Hide 110 replies

echo1970, 2 days ago
PROSECUTE TRUDEAU FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY IN VIOLATION OF NUREMBERG
CODE AND TREASON.

1.64K rumbles

› Show 37 replies

SunnyFournier, 2 days ago
Not sure if I should share this to my jabbed family and friends ???
They are ether going to say this is BS or they will freak

1.11K rumbles

› Show 133 replies

StevenDR, 3 days ago
Looking forward to this for some time. I remember when I was asking "how is the news going to get
out?" before there was a group dedicated to it. A documentary was much needed, thankful for what
you do.
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› Show 13 replies

Muppetface, 2 days ago
As much as I agree with the sentiments and facts of this documentary let's me honest. This was a
giant IQ test of the masses and this IQ test told us most people simply don't use their noggin. This
comment will be very unpopular I'm sure but no one in this country forced people to take the clot shot.
No one put a gun to our heads. The excuses range from job security to being able to travel. Like
many I was told by my employer that I had to comply or lose my job. I chose my health over my
freaking career or paycheck and in the end I won. I used the law and my employers own corporate
rules and told them to shove it where the sun doesn't shine. Two years later I'm still employed, never
been sick by the "coof" or by the jab and happy that I didn't cave. This is also why as a society we
must learn to live within our means, prepare for financial emergencies so when anyone threatens our
job security we can show them the middle finger and know we'll be oK, perhaps live frugally but we
can subsist.
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naplesnncc, 2 days ago
I've been saying that since the beginning but no one would listen to me! So frustrating! SMH
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› Show 15 replies

CaptanDaveSeattle, 2 days ago
The vaccine was not for the health of humans, but rather, the "health" of the planet. Common
humans are the virus according to the satanists.
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› Show 10 replies

suzette1954, 2 days ago
The sad part is to know all that I have now seen and no one will believe it. Fauci and Gates
were in India and villages in Africa giving vaccines in the mid-90s. So many of them started
dying of polio that they had to go back to Wuhan to try again. The patents were given a yr or
more before anyone had ever heard of this virus. Look up the hearing by Ron Johnson in DC
with all of the drs there and the numbers of the military who have had the vaccine effects.
Unbelievable. When is it going to be enough to stand together as a nation and say,"NO MORE."
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› Show 10 replies

Mariakishvalenti, 2 days ago
It’s Genicide
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› Show 2 replies

Libertarian99, 2 days ago
Over 1 million views on this video already and it is trending#1 on twitter!! This should wake a lot
of people up!
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› Show 10 replies

Hangar2247, 2 days ago
This might blow your mind...........The vaccine IS Covid 19.
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› Show 8 replies

Primetime1994, 2 days ago
Exactly!!!

70 rumbles

TheRealWO, 2 days ago
That's why it's called the " Plandemic "...

40 rumbles

› Show 2 replies

Sh888, 2 days ago
So this helped clarify some information...
1-these are not “blood clot shots” 
2-the white rubbery fibrous structures are a genetically modified mix of morgellons
fibers/candida/etc that grow..that’s why that appear to look like parasites/worms..easily mistaken
for blood clots...the parasites worms feed on the liquid plasma of blood which is white blood
clots are seen at the ends of these things..dehydrated coagulated blood. 
3-while a very illuminating documentary for many, that haven’t known...this needs to be watched
a few times to notice a few things as it goes really fast: for example a chart of fetal stillbirths
spiked in 2020 that was Covid beginning, not just vaccine. This was already being done years
pre-Covid..then during Covid and then then vaccine. It was mentioned autopsies barely ever
were done until recently (vaccine timing) I hope this doesn’t give people who didn’t get the
vaccine a false sence that the all the vaxed people are horrible and the invaded are “safe” and
that there just suffering symptoms of “shedding”. All these “labels” are the same thing! What you
see with your eyes in this documentary is morgellons “worms”nano bot technology that is
constantly everywhere. Frequencies are used. This is a watered down version of what who
when where and why. If a watered down version was necessary for some reason and is helpful
to some on some level, then great. However there’s many omissions here such as that “those
things” in the vaxed and unvaxed can be removed via certain frequencies and the omission of
information of who if anyone in military is doing anything to stop all this continuous deploying via
water food air chemtrails and other vaccines and other “procedures”. I worry a little this movie
was made as a prequel to scare people into using a touted “pod bed looking technology” that is
to be a vaccine to a vaccine to a vaccine. Depopulation is half the story..the other half of this
agenda is just as bad and isn’t related to physical death.
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Abcgrand, 2 days ago
Too bad my parents fell for it. Once they’re gone we’re getting the hell out of New York
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› Show 2 replies

StewartJames, 2 days ago
Sure, Covid was brought in to use the vaccine for profit and it's another "brick in the wall" of
mind control! Covid was created and faked to bring us all under the control of The New World
Order, which is always chipping away at our freedoms, it all began long ago, even before 911,
but 911 was to bring the banking rues into play and control your money flow! Control the money,
control the world!
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› Show 2 replies

Jelly123, 2 days ago
Let’s not forget the millions the grubberment and pharmaceutical companies made and continue
to make!
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› Show 3 replies

StewartJames, 2 days ago
Yes, it's a game of reverse psychology, in a similar way, they say money is the root of all evil, but
I have been saying, it is the evil ones at the root of all money - the banksters, which is also
another interesting take on the vax profits and the use of filthy lucre (Lucifer) to facilitate this
fake pandemic by buying up all news media! It's not money, or the tools that are evil, but the
ones in whose hands it facilitates evil! Same with a gun or a knife, they aren't evil, but only in the
hands of an evil murderer can be used to facilitate evil!
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› Show 6 replies

VAR1ABLE, 2 days ago
This was the premise for both versions of the show Utopia.
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ScandalW, 2 days ago
Exactly. I knew this whole thing was BS from the second day.
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› Show 1 reply

BeijingYank, 2 days ago
Linked to the DOD?

8 rumbles

› Show 1 reply

ICESTRODAMUS, 2 days ago
This is the most compelling riveting footage and argument put forth so far. Anyone in denial is
beyond help. ITS CLEAR...WE ARE UNDER ATTACK. My only fear is the bioweapon is capable
of more mind control/brainfog which is why people refuse to accept the obvious when they have
been injected and shown this proof of the outcome looming for them.
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› Show 1 reply

Sh888, 2 days ago
You know that “scare event” rumoring around that was going to “happen” that no one was
saying what it would be. I find it strange for rumble to feature this front and center on
11/21/2022. People assumed it would be something like a physical on the streets type of
thing...but knowing these assholes, they start by seeding phychological fear and usually they
use the internet to get things to go “viral”. Major psyop going on. This is not to say that this
documentary or its content are not true.
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› Show 4 replies

cashisking60, 2 days ago
And no one arresting the murderers? Time for citizens arrests? Lock them up in their
concentration camps they are building? Hold trials? Let a jury of their peers decide their fate?
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› Show 1 reply

NLou4506, 2 days ago
It verifies our suspicions by professional embalmers/funeral directors. Proof they’ve poisoned
us!!!
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› Show 2 replies

Johnolooney, 2 days ago
covid was indeed made solely for the "cure" yes
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› Show 1 reply

PaulAAA, 2 days ago
I've been saying this from the start. "COVID" isn't a real thing in any case. You don't need a
virus. Just take control of the media and lie. Coronaviruses are the most abundant group of
viruses on the planet. We're all carrying them all of the time.
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› Show 3 replies

lucymags, 2 days ago
It wasn't even a vaccine but a human guinea pig experiment using technology (mNRA) not ever
used to create an injection for humans. That is one reason they also changed the definition of
vaccine. It was invented as a means to murder a huge part of the population because when
mNRA technology was used in animal trials, they all died.
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Lostinmyblue, 2 days ago
https://twitter.com/DiedSuddenly_

Never thought I would see this on twitter!
6 rumbles

› Show 1 reply

thejoseph, 2 days ago
I've believed the same thing for what seems like forever. most people i know got the vaccine
anyway. im not sure how i new it was bullshit..., but i did

6 rumbles

wanderingbox, 2 days ago
yes but that group...still thinks viruses are real 

🤔🤦

 wake up please
5 rumbles

› Show 1 reply

Grandee42, 2 days ago
A.J. predicted this would happen years ago as he follows what the NWO puts out as they
always tell everyone what they will be doing. The thing is, very few believed it; now they are
beginning to see the light!

5 rumbles

poezeleentje, 2 days ago
!00% true. I just want to mention that Reiner Fuemich is not an MD. He is a lawyer. I don't know
if he has a doctorate in the legal system. Anybody know?
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› Show 1 reply

Ecclesiasteseight11, 2 days ago
Rule of thumb for determining the motives behind any seemingly evil action, "follow the money":
“For the love of money is the root of ALL evil: which while some coveted after, they have erred
from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows.” 1 Timothy 6:10. Those are
God's Words! Look at it again, and notice the very important three letter word, referring to the
word that follows, and that is the word, "evil". God does not mince words! And then there are
these words from God: ”For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose
his own soul?” Mark 8:36

4 rumbles

Blessed4eternity, 2 days ago
After watching that movie it made me cry ,then it made me angry, I watched it again and I must
try to tell as many as possible, every RT may save someone life.
Pay it forward.

4 rumbles
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SerenityFarmsPrepping, 2 days ago
The church sold out long ago and is woke. Pope is a socialist. Vatican has tele named
LUCIFER? if you have GOD in your life and believe in him, that is enough. Church has been
corrupted like most everything else

168 rumbles

› Show 20 replies

ZZTOP36, 2 days ago
From what I read on WEF sources, it seems by 2050 they want 1 billion left!! All 100%
monitored 24/7 non humans left, except the rich

78 rumbles

› Show 6 replies

Nomolas777, 2 days ago
WEF is nothing but a satanic terrorist organisation! Anyone working for them and with them is a
terrorists! All governments are filled with, what they call “young global leaders” etc. They are all
bought and/or blackmailed pigs. None of these people are working for you or me! All of them
have to be jailed or aborted

66 rumbles

› Show 5 replies

ControlGroup, 2 days ago
It looked to me like they were planning on reducing by over 90% by 2030.
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› Show 4 replies

LavadaSkata, 2 days ago
The Clot Shot is the latest attempt by the Globalists and the media they own to "cull the human
herd".
Some of the those of these elites and academics.

Jacques Cousteau: “In order to stabilize world population, we must eliminate 350,000 people
per day. It is a horrible thing to say, but it is just as bad not to say it.”

Finnish environmentalist Pentti Linkola: “If there were a button I could press, I would sacrifice
myself without hesitating if it meant millions of people would die”

Prince Phillip, husband of Queen Elizabeth II and co-founder of the World Wildlife Fund: “In the
event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to contribute
something to solve overpopulation.”

Dave Foreman, the co-founder of Earth First: “We humans have become a disease, the
Humanpox.”

CNN Founder Ted Turner: “A total world population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline
from present levels, would be ideal.”

44 rumbles

› Show 6 replies

GregMisquitta, 2 days ago
That - Over Population - is a MYTH. . . 
The Famines - etc. . . 
Are Natural Phenomena. . . 
And in Many Cases - CREATED by People. . . 
(Big Business - and Big Pharma Mainly). . . 

It is People LIKE BILL GATES and NOAH HARIRI and "CLAWS" SCHWAB. . . 
AND - SOROS and their ILK. . . 
WITH their Lapdogs: 
**The Legacy Media with Legacy BIG TECH. . .
**The Politicians and Medical BurauKKKracy - The WHO and in Countries. . . 
who: 
**CREATED the "VIRUS". . . 
**CREATED the FEAR. . . 
**CREATED the Lockdowns and Mask Mandates - to. . .
PSYCHOLOGICALLY and EMOTIONALLY and MENTALLY Subjugate People. . . 
**THEN - "GAVE" - "THEIR 'VACCINES' ". . . to CURE the Virus. . . 
and "GIVE YOU YOUR FREEDOM BACK". . . 

Then - REVIVE - the Climate Change / Global Warming MANUFACTURED CRISIS. . . 
To - BRING IN: 
DIGITAL Currency. . . and Slavery. . .

40 rumbles

› Show 3 replies

1FollowerofYeshua, 2 days ago
be careful what the church is saying abt you leaving early. 
Research Revelation word for word on your own. Use your discernment and critical thinking.
Watch Midnight Ride/NYSTV on Rumble and YT.
Shalom

🙏😊🌎💕
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› Show 13 replies

realprocapital, 2 days ago
First you should Watch:
After The Tribulation-Full movie on youtube. It's a great documentary. You'll love it. 
Promise.
Secondly and more importantly:
And brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved?
And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house.
Acts 16:30-31

Yes, you are correct to say to confess with your mouth and that you must BELIEVE on the Lord
Jesus Christ.
That is ALL ... and thou shall be saved. Period. 

For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of
works, lest any man should boast. 
Ephesians 2:8-9
Saved BY GRACE
NOT of yourself
When you say,..."Commit your life to following Jesus"..?,... that is WORKS.
Sorry. If you think you have to do anything for your salvation and not trusting on the finished
work of Christ on the cross....then you're not saved.
And remember this,...
...once you are saved, you are ALWAYS saved.
Simply put,..that's why it's called ETERNAL life.
Please don't take offense. I just want you to be sealed in Christ,...for sure.
I pray you as a believer will accept what is truth from Gods Word and be saved.
Watch til the end of the movie to see:
"The Bible Way To Heaven"

24 rumbles

› Show 10 replies

OneGreatWorkNetworkCat, 2 days ago
I tried speaking out about abuse at "home" since the early 70s. I was the one people
criminalized. "Authority" was excused and enabled for decades. Hmm, think there's a
connection? Even "parents" work for the Gov against there own children. The micro of the
macro abuse. I could not believe it wasn't taken seriously decades ago. Where else can we
arrive at when Abusers in "authority" have impunity and the people are IN on it?

19 rumbles

buttanfan, 2 days ago
Google graphene oxide hydrogel + mRNA both in the same search box at the same time and
see a litany of articles and abstracts documenting a decades worth of research by cell biologists
using it as a low viscosity transport fluid ... a lipid layer.

13 rumbles

› Show 2 replies

judson, 2 days ago
Well... THAT all looks as HORRIFYING as to be expected. I don't think I can WATCH! That crap
is crawling around in my little sister. (who's in a wheel chair now after two Moderna jabs.)

Cheers!
Judson & Buddy!!
THE Golden Hound Dog of OHIO!!
God Bless You ALL !!!

9 rumbles
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Nprblondie1, 2 days ago
God bless you for sharing this. You are a good and faithful servant! 
Maranatha

8 rumbles

Preb7702, 2 days ago
GOD BLESS YOU!

6 rumbles

jgo2916, 2 days ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eb5XujbOfuY&t=1s

5 rumbles
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LALBU, 2 days ago

😳

Just Uploaded - Shocking Truths! 

😳

'The COVID-19 Fraud & War On Humanity' by Dr. Mark Bailey & Dr. John Bevin-Smith. 
#TruthBTruth #WeThePeopleSeeTheEvil 

👇🔥😲🔥👇

 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3frcto0QsH3V/
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Bren963, 2 days ago
I agree, it was a giant IQ test, Like you, I pushed back, declined the “Safe and Effective” Told My
Employer,if it is a decision between taking the “Safe and Effective” and possibly dying or
spending time with my Family, I choose my Family. Do whatever it is you think you need to do.
They backed off, couldn’t attend a company meeting without a test, so I didn’t go. All my
coworkers either chose religious exemption or caved. I had a Medical Exemption due to
Anaphylactic Reactions, that was not accepted by my employer. All my “ Safe and Effective” ( 3-
5 of theS&E jibbed coworkers have had the crud 3-4 times a piece. I work in the Medidal field
AND travel state to state , different hospital every week, and have had no problems for the past
2.5yrs. People who have not figured this out by now, probably won’t.

75 rumbles
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AmyGdala1, 2 days ago
Well said and unfortunately the IQ test that two thirds of the population failed is all too obvious.
My faith in humanity is at an all time low, to the point I don't even want to talk to them anymore.
I'm happy with my cat, hobbies, my wonderful husband who is on the same page (thank
goodness!) and my independent and critically thinking brain. Did you know (at least here in the
UK) they don't teach school children the art of debate? Except in the private schools. I believe
this is another reason we cannot get through to the Muggles - they let emotion into debating,
rather than communicate and discuss facts. Muggles mistake debates for conversation; they are
clearly not the same.

61 rumbles

› Show 3 replies

gutsymustard, 1 day ago
I'm in agreement up to one point. Sure no gun to the head but when I said no in my old home-
state, there was a state wide mandate that nobody could work without it. So I racked up a sh*t-
ton of credit card debt and now that I'm in a free state I can finally work it off. I got off lucky and
unjabbed but I know many people who couldn't take the hit I could because I watched my
money. All the same, a year of no income and as many handouts as I could get from bridges I
hadn't burned has left me way behind the starting line. I can't imagine other folks who said no in
the same place I did doing well right now. It's real mark of the beast sh*t and I'm glad I managed
to get out. Just don't be going around acting like there were no guns pointed. They were just
pointed at your ability to feed and shelter your family.

39 rumbles
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hairymelon, 2 days ago
Digital Currency the next control tool.

37 rumbles

› Show 2 replies

Inbelm, 1 day ago
I agree with your sentiment but do want to point out another POV. I do have a high IQ, but got
the jab along with my wife in April of 2021. We had to fly to Florida to see her parents, and it
was required. At the time I was highly concerned, but it was so early in the "game" that I decided
to roll the dice. That said, my kids are pure bloods, and I would never give them the shot. I
regret having it, and still have not had covid, even though all three of my family members have
had it. I guess Newports work well killing the virus ;)

PS - we all need to stop calling it a vaccine. The shot exhibits zero aspects of a vaccine.
35 rumbles
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Redpillprofessor, 1 day ago
I have clients who have refused the clot shots and they have been taken off the transplant list.
You are wrong. People are dying from the mandates and losing their jobs, their familes and their
lives.

24 rumbles
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ericwanyonyi, 1 day ago
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Smellslikepoop, 3 days ago
Will the war pop off when people realize how badly they were hurt? Distractions have increased over
the past year. War, famine, etc. Engineered collapse.
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‹ Hide 12 replies

JDFurlan, 3 days ago
Great reset includes population reset… and it’s going to be billions

478 rumbles

› Show 13 replies

SDE, 2 days ago
It's heartbreaking for me to be in a society where people sit around waiting for: Mainstream media,
Hollywood, social media, politicians, religious leaders and educators to tell them what to believe,
without making them effort to do their own research.

😔
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Deborah544, 2 days ago
Thank you for putting this together for the American people.
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Frankiethecat, 2 days ago
I'm getting out the word to everyone I know!!!!
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› Show 7 replies

Kennykoch1, 2 days ago
Wow! I can't believe the stupid sheep still don't see what is happening! I just watched on Stew Peters
dot com and I'm watching it again here. This is absolutely nuts.
#DiedSuddenly 

☠
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› Show 11 replies

Joiningthenews, 2 days ago
Thank you for airing this. We all know too many that died.
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Mgmda, 2 days ago
Share with everyone you know!
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Caccordo, 2 days ago
Most pregnant women won’t even take a sip of wine while pregnant but yet will inject an experiment
substance into their unborn baby?!??!? Insanity.
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KnowTheTruth101, 2 days ago
I’m glad I stopped my family from getting the jab
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› Show 7 replies

Enigmoxical39, 2 days ago
As disturbing as this video is, remember… in the end, God wins.
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› Show 9 replies

bigbossman, 2 days ago
Imagine needing blood and getting it from a vaxxed person now?
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› Show 18 replies

JackieJax, 2 days ago
i am so glad i am a hermit.......and a PUREBLOOD
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› Show 9 replies

missytg88, 2 days ago
Thank Stew for doing this movie!! Hopefully it will wake up more sheeple!!! Praying for Dr Peter
McCullough, he’s lost everything because he is speaking truth about Covid and the vaxx!!!
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cdc4264, 2 days ago
Most of the people that need to see this video will refuse to watch it due to willful ignorance.
Unfortunately, this also applies to members of my family.
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cox18929, 2 days ago
The moment I saw prizes being given for getting a vaccine. I knew there was something nefarious
going on.
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› Show 5 replies

MLSSTOCKS, 2 days ago
EVERY PERSON RESPONSIBLE, WORLD WIDE, should be brought before a Nuremberg Tribunal,
and EVERY PERSON found guilty, should be lead ST8 AWAY to the GALLOWS, PERIOD!
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Immaconservative, 2 days ago
Being prior military and having access to both VA and private doctors, not one of them supported my
decision to not take the vaccine. My VA doctor literally yelled at me when I refused to take the
vaccine. My cardiologist of 20+ years and one of the last of my doctors that I thought I could trust
even lectured me. One thing I’ve learned through all of this Covid crap is do your own homework! I
feel truly sorry for those who put all their faith in someone else wearing a white jacket.
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CanadaSpeakFreely, 2 days ago
Bill Gates is world enemy No.1. Someone needs to inject that guy with 20 of his real vaccines.
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› Show 8 replies

Fishtail, 2 days ago
Abortions have CUT THE AMOUNT OF CHILDREN BEING BORN / SO WHAT DID OUR
GOVERNMENT TELLS US ? THEY TOLD US WE NEED TO ALLOW MILLIONS OF ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS TO MAKE UP THE POPULATION/ THEY CAN’T HAVE IT BOTH WAYS . THEY’RE
KILLING AMERICANS WITH POISON VACCINES YET ALLOWING UNKNOWN FOREIGNERS
INTO OUR COUNTRY . SO MUCH FOR OUR SOVEREIGN COUNTRY .
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ThomasPaineRevolution, 2 days ago
2 years later we finally hear what we knew we would hear. Our military has been wiped out from the
vax!!! This didn't have to happen!!! We warned you every day and every nite!! And yall called us
conspiracy theorists! And demons!!! Now do you see who the demons are? Too late now!! we might
not have an army when the dems shoot the first shot this Time!!!!!! Their EXACT PLAN!!!!!
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AmericanPatriotAdvocate, 2 days ago
This is only the beginning 

😢

 billions will still perish
138 rumbles

‹ Hide 4 replies

KLatawiec, 2 days ago
As a Pureblood, the most terrifying thing was knowing that my local government, my employer and
many other organizations THREATENED me to take these poisonous injections “or else”.
Then, months later, after the truth started pouring out, the injuries were published and the lawsuits
started, there were NO APOLOGIES. This will never be forgotten.
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› Show 4 replies

HoneyBadgerSocialClub, 2 days ago
The first victim of C19 was the truth.
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› Show 1 reply

Rumble590, 2 days ago
Lyrics from Don Mclean song Vincent from 1971:

"Now I understand
What you tried to say to me
And how you suffered for your sanity
And how you tried to set them free
They would not listen, they did not know how
Perhaps they'll listen now"
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ElijahTee, 2 days ago
Guys I wrote you at stewpeters@pr.....com I'd like to help you dub the movie into German and help
with distribution here in Europe. Please check your E-Mail or let me know how I can get in touch with
you. You can reach me at kontakt@etvideocontent.com
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JSawyer4988, 2 days ago
I knew within 2 weeks of the lockdown that something sinister & coordinated was happening—the vax
was never even a possibility for me—so many I know now regret getting theirs—this evil makes me
sick in my soul and angry at the same time
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Gordo2469, 2 days ago
These people all need a date with the gallows now!!
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SClift, 2 days ago
I know this was happening but seeing it presented like this has me genuinely alarmed.
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TruthDecay, 2 days ago
The Vaxed are freaking out on twitter over this.. but I dont see anybody saying they watched it. I
understand it makes them nervous but..their irrational denial is not going to help the situation.. we
can't look for a cure to this with people hiding and denying the effects.
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Nightmarecity, 2 days ago
Oh my this is horrible, may God help us through this chaos !!! Heart breaking !
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PeteCom, 2 days ago
"Who are the people behind the coronavirus vaccines?"

Jew Rochelle Walensky CDC Director
Jew Jeff Zients Pres. Biden's COVID Czar
Jew Tal Zaks Moderna Chief Medical Officer
Jew Anne Schuchat CDC Deputy Director
"In summer 2021, Schuchat stepped down from her post in due to a variety of job-related
complications"
Jew Albert Bourla Pfizer CEO
Jew Leonard Schleifer Regeneron CEO
Jew Sherri Berger CDC Chief of Staff
Jew Mikael Dolstien Pfizer Chief Scientist
Jew Rachel Levine Assistant Secretary for Health and Human Services
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Bmcguire2020, 2 days ago
Why don't Bill Gates and the rest depopulate by starting with them. We could be just fine without
them.
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ATC_Gunny1986, 2 days ago
Every single one of my worst fears have come true. I begged my family not to get it. They all got the
shots. I communicate for a living as an air traffic controller, but could not get them to listen. I'm a hold
out at work, DOD... they're 90% sheep esecially officers, and I've told them as much. I am a retired
Marine, and I fully know that we are facing the greatest evil that has ever existed on this planet. God
help us.
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jber10, 2 days ago
Good God Tom Hanks is a blithering idiot.
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andreaganym, 2 days ago
Man I'm glad this YouTube alternative exists.
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Zaxnini, 2 days ago
These f***ing ba$ard$ are SICK!!!! Demonic Satan trying to play God. GOD WINS!!!!
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I think the people were blindly trusting the experts. I was going to take it but became suspicious
when I saw the way the media would mock the antivaxers. They were way too overboard and
when JB tried to push the mandates it was a no for me. Thank God.
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› Show 1 reply

Norman1011, 1 day ago
Not so much an IQ test, its that people are no longer willing to go against the herd mentality and
stand for what they believe in. Education has played a role for the last 30 years in dumbing
down the masses to prevent critical thinkers. Lets face it you have to have some guts and a risk
taking persona to say no way not going to happen. Most people are weak programmed bots
doing what mass media tells them to do. Look how many idiots get the flu shot every year for no
reason. I'll take my chances with what god gave me if its my time its my time. Sad thing is I
know at least half a dozen people who just straight up dropped and died in there 40-50s. Could
it be something else ... I don't know seems like a strange coincidence. The infertilty and still
births are the worst part of this , the next generation lost!!
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› Show 1 reply

Terk131, 2 days ago
Not everyone could afford to fight. Many that hesitated but took it are now upset. Yes, no one
had a gun to your head here in the states but in other countries tells a different story. You say
people were not forced to take . Forced it a strong word but they were pushed really hard,
extremely hard. Now we did not take it but we were not in the same situation as most people
were.
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› Show 1 reply

PopBro00, 2 days ago
Facts. I, too, felt that only the IQ challenged would voluntarily take the jabbing.
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Cat_mom_2020, 1 day ago
I am self employed, never been good at the corporate thing, so my income challenge was the
Great Freakout of 2020 saw all my projects and income cancelled for several months. We are
rainy day people, live modestly, and got through it although it was not fun, there was little to
spend money on anyway. Hubby is in US sales for a Canadian company who did not require the
shot, so we both got through without a fight with any employment issue. But it was funny, they
scheduled an in person company annual meeting in Toronto this Nov for the first time since
2019. But found out over half the sales force was unjabbed, so could not travel to Canada. So
they cancelled it and had a 4 hour zoom meeting instead. Big revenue loss for Canada, they
made zero $ on what could have been a 200+ person meeting with hotels, meals, etc.
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OctaviaDM, 2 days ago
Exactly! Pressure doesn’t equal forced. NO ONE was forced to do this. They all chose. Made
the wrong choice but still a choice.
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› Show 4 replies

johnnycomelately123, 1 day ago
You say... And I quote: "This comment will be very unpopular..." WRONG. Your comment is very
popular. :)
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› Show 1 reply

shellylariss, 1 day ago
It was actually more of a brainwashing/authority resiliency test than an IQ test. Susceptibility to
brainwashing actually has very little to do with IQ. Many extremely high-IQ people lined up for
the Covid shot, because they trusted the "experts", whereas many low-IQ people who can
barely put a sentence together with remotely decent grammar refused it. A quarter of my family
are Ashkenazi Jewish (notoriously high IQ people) and they all got the shots because they trust
"science" and experts. This includes people who have IQ's in the 130s, 140s, and even 150s.
Definitely not "low" IQ, but they made the mistake of not questioning the narrative and putting
their faith and trust in the wrong people.

My IQ is in the 140's, I refused the covid shot because getting harmed by gardasil when I was
20 woke me up to the lies of the medical establishment. But before that, I was brainwashed into
trusting the claims of the FDA and doctors (despite having a high IQ). I was conditioned by my
family to trust authorities and didn't realize what kind of lies our government was capable of
telling. Out of curiosity, what is your IQ? Since you seem to think you are so much smarter than
everyone else?
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Amishcomedian, 2 days ago
It was a horrible choice to have to make but so glad that it worked out for you.
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Tawnyard, 2 days ago
No. People are acting like they’re lobotomised. Ask Peter Breggin and Reiner Fuellmich.
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LilyBee24, 2 days ago
Keep your first aid kit up to date! Besides all of the doctors they have murdered over the last 10
years, angry citizens are going to murder what doctors are left.
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Nomolas777, 2 days ago
Many of us know exactly whom to go after. 
Avoid the clutter and streets, go straight for the sources! WEF and WHO and all their puppets.
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missck1, 3 days ago
Totally, it’s the football now…
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srmay, 1 day ago
Folks this is far from over . My bosses uncle's are undertaker's one has 12 freezers, this is small
town Indiana. One night his uncle called and said they had 17in one day , he said they had to
strap two together to accommodate. I go by the cemetery a few times a week and take pictures
it looks like a Ukrainian battlefield cemetery so many fresh graves the grounds moving knocking
headstones over . They hired many more people to pour footers for headstones. I can't count
how many I know dead or dieing of cancer. Before this came I all but begged them not to. My
wife and brother are the only 2 I know all 6 of my son's got it, I feel so sorry for them. They all
said A DOCTOR WOULD "NEVER" GIVE YOU SOMETHING THAT WILL HURT YOU! I SAID
IF THEY DONT THEY LOSE ALL THEY WORKED FOR. STILL SAID I WAS CRAZY TILL
NOW. I never brag or say I told you so. Our roommate is tormented nightly by evil dreams and
visions. His family members that died say he's next he's next. I pray over his room but all those I
know can't hardly be around us , me and my wife, for just a couple minutes. You can feel the evil
in them. In line at Kroger's I was singing Jesus loves me this I know the guy behind me said
shut up so I sang louder. Now you can understand how a father will turn on his son and vice
versa. It's like their old soul dies daily and the evil over comes them. Everywhere unvaxed say
people are hateful and mean. I walk through stores and notice satanic tattoos on so many, folks
the evil has just begun
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› Show 1 reply

peorthberkananuruz, 2 days ago
no matter what guns you have they have EMP, like they used against freedom truckers canada.
they amassed 1 million dissenters, and the government just used invisible weapons on them.
nothing to see her, move along.... the news said it was like 20000 protesters only.
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LapeL, 2 days ago
I think if we had white Hats, they would have stopped Afghanistan
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Drumpdee, 1 day ago
Well made movie.
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nozyparker24, 1 day ago
Well the jabbed if they get over stressed or over do it will have an heart attack, so difficult to rise
up with a time bomb with them
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Rockpainter, 13 hours ago
I have a sneaking suspicion they won't realize. I think the great delusion, spoken of in the Bible,
is already here.
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sheptx1, 3 hours ago
Sheep don’t go to war. They’re fleeced or slaughtered.
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tribalplandemic, 1 day ago
[Show low scored comment]
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CharteBlanche, 2 days ago
90+% in the military have received the poison. They won't be defending us when they get their
orders.
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kinkscurls24, 2 days ago
Facts our military is gone no defense !
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› Show 1 reply

Ddboomerang, 2 days ago
Stop gloating and be thankful you did not take it. Now work on getting right with Jesus Christ cuz
if you don’t know spiritual warfare you won’t make it to the end. 
Let it go and move on. They’re going to destroy our food etc eventually so get prepping. No time
for pride.
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erumbleonline, 2 days ago
We have a military. Many who are defending humanity are invisible. Some are visible but not
humans. They are from other worlds.
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glibguy, 1 day ago
The documentary talks about how some of the vax batches were probably not very strong for
various reasons and the folks that got those vax's were lucky. The ones that got the proper
dosage and a very virulent vaccine weren't or will not be so lucky. Haven't had a vaccine in over
50 years now and I'm not about to start. No flu shots either. I have had a few tetanus shots
along the way and hepatitis shots for traveling globally. Hopefully those are not harmful. The
spike protein is toxic and creates clots. My guess is that the pharmaceutical companies will
make their shots even more deadly or perhaps back off for now and use saline. After-all, this
may just have been a trial run for what's yet to come. God help us all.
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Misterfocker, 1 day ago
Yep...Start a war with Russia. The US sends in the military. Wipe them out with 5G and blame it
on biological attacks by Russia. No military to defend the USA. Easy access for China and/or
UN troops to overtake America.
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tiffswthart, 2 days ago
The military's goal is by 2025. Look it up on archived Deagle.

5 rumbles

Laurenn11, 2 days ago
You don’t know that
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sallyeastman1, 1 day ago
The stats I'm looking at will be the death excess rate and the Life Insurance payout rate.
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erumbleonline, 2 days ago
[Show low scored comment]
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